EVENT ACCESS

AUDIO DESCRIBED PERFORMANCES
BRITISH SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETED EVENTS
CARERS GO FREE
CLOSED CAPTIONED EVENTS
LANGUAGE NO PROBLEM
RELAXED PERFORMANCES

BRIGHTONFRINGE.ORG/ACCESS
EVENT ACCESS

TOUCH TOUR AVAILABLE

BRIGHTONFRINGE.ORG/ACCESS
VENUE ACCESS

- Disabled Toilets
- Hearing Loops
- Lift or Level Access
- On-Site Bar
- Wheelchair Access

BRIGHTONFRINGE.ORG/ACCESS
EVENT CONTENT

18+
FOR AUDIENCES 18+

AUDIENCE INTERACTION

CONTENT WARNING

STROBE LIGHTING

BRIGHTONFRINGE.ORG/ACCESS
OTHER INFORMATION

2 FOR 1 TICKETS

10% GROUP DISCOUNT

INTERVAL

OUT OF TOWN VENUE

WORLD PREMIERE

BRIGHTONFRINGE.ORG/ACCESS